
DDD Music Analysis, Occupational Lineage Dance, Nakɔhi-waa 
 
Overview 
Nakɔhi-waa, literally "butchers dance," is music for members of the butcher's lineage in 
Dagbon (see History Story of Nakɔhi-waa). 
 
Nakɔhi-waa is an excellent piece to use in new contexts such as stage performances.  It 
has four instrumental parts--lead luŋa, answer luŋa, lead guŋ-gɔŋ, and answer guŋ-gɔŋ--
with phrases that fit together to make a very exciting overall texture.  The answer parts 
are fun to play and combine together in a simple, yet ingenious manner.  The lead guŋ-
gɔŋ part has a large set of preset phrases that enable the player to design interesting 
musical lines.  The lead luŋa phrases are not too technically challenging on their own but 
they accentuate a flow of beats that are permanently offset from the other parts.  Like 
other Dagomba pieces with this sort of structure, the musical challenge is found in aural 
perception of the overall composite sound of the ensemble (see Takai and Kondaliya). 
 
Meter, Rhythm and Phrase Duration 
The temporal structure of Nakɔhi-waa is complex.  Ternary beats are its foundation, but 
2:3 within beats and 3:2 over two beats are pervasive (see Rhythm Notation).  The 
phrases of the answer luŋa and the answer guŋ-gɔŋ span two ternary beats, but the 
phrases of lead luŋa and lead guŋ-gɔŋ span four ternary beats.  Answer luŋa and both 
guŋ-gɔŋ parts all move towards cadence on the same shared moment in time, but the 
temporal goal towards which the lead luŋa moves consistently comes just prior to the 
downbeat of the other parts (see lead luŋa drum talk two, Rhythm Notation).  This plural 
condition of meter generates terrific rhythmic force. 
 
Form and Call-and-Response 
In comparison to Dikala, whose phrases start on the same time-point and are the same 
duration, the drum talks in Nakɔhi-waa are staggered within the temporal cycle and call-
and-response is overlapped, not sequential.  In other words, neither lead or response parts 
have a quiet portion of their part in which the other part stands out.  Everyone is active at 
the same time.   
 



Tempo and Pace 
The ternary beats in Nakɔhi-waa are at mid-tempo but the composite texture of the whole 
ensemble is very dense due to the interlocked relationship among the parts. 
 
Groove 
Like Takai, I hesitate to say that Nakɔhi-waa has a groove because the overall texture of 
the music is so dense, the relationship among the parts is so intricate, and the offbeating 
is so insistent.  Despite this reservation, a groove feel does emerge from the solid push of 
answer guŋ-gɔŋ towards the recurring moments of cadence, i.e., downbeats, and 
accentuation of every ternary beat by answer luŋa.  Although rhythmic motion in the 
phrases of leading guŋ-gɔŋ is highly variable, its end-point accents do coincide with the 
downbeats marked by answer guŋ-gɔŋ. 
 
It is the lead luŋa that disturbs the groove.  Although its flow can be assimilated within 
the framework set up by the other three parts, that is, its accents can be heard as offbeats, 
to my ear the lead luŋa truly seems to fit into its own separate rhythmic and metric slot.  
Nakɔhi-waa has two grooves going simultaneously--one for answer luŋa, answer guŋ-gɔŋ 
and lead guŋ-gɔŋ, and a second for lead luŋa. 
 
 
Answer Luŋa 
The answer luŋa phrase in Nakohi-waa has four accented notes over a span of six fast 
pulses, grouped into two ternary beats (see Rhythm Notation).  The strokes move through 
the first beat in duplet timing, i.e., the second stroke comes on the mid-point between 
beats one and two.  In the second ternary beat, the strokes come on the first and second of 
the three time-points.  The rhythm of these four strokes--DAH dah DA dah--is used as a 
timeline pattern in drum ensemble music of Akan-speaking people, who live in the 
forested hills to the south of the Dagomba kingdom.  A lot of rhythmic work is 
accomplished by four strokes (see Figure 1): (a) the drum strokes mark a two-beat 
alternation between binary and ternary temporal design; (b) the three low-pitch strokes 
join together to make a three-note figure; and (c) the sole mid-pitch stroke attracts 
attention to the binary upbeat within beat one, which contrasts with the second stroke 
within beat two that is timed to occur slightly earlier. 
 



 
Figure 1 Nakɔhi-waa, answer luŋa strokes, rhythmic analysis 

 
Although Alhaji considered it acceptable for students to play the phrase with a simple 
melody of low mid low low, he himself always used more complex pressure technique so 
that the drum better represented the sound of the implicit drum language, "Naa nye 
Dimani" (see Drum Notation).  Naa Dimani was the Dagomba king who was in power 
when the butcher institution started in Dagbon (see Drum Language and History Story).  
On the first stroke he "scoops" upward from below-low to low-pitch to better imitate the 
long vowel sound in "Naa;" after the third stoke he executes a very fast "fall off" from 
mid pitch to low pitch so that the drum imitates the nasal "-m;" finally, he presses upward 
from below-low to low to make the two final syllables of "Dimani" (see Figure 2).  All 
this action happens very quickly, which is very hard to do.  Not only does the after-stroke 
pressure-technique make the phrase more graceful as a melody, stroke two acquires a 
special quality of accentuation because it is unaffected by after-stroke pressure.  When 
the answer luŋa phrase is played with pressure notes, the binary upbeat within beat one is 
particularly marked for consciousness. 
 

 
Figure 2 Nakɔhi-waa, answer lunga phrases, with and without pressure technique 



 
 
 
Guŋ-gɔŋ 
There are two guŋ-gɔŋ parts in Nakɔhi-waa--answer and lead. 
 
Answer Guŋ-gɔŋ 
The answer part consists of two loud bounce strokes in the center of the drum and a short 
figure of quiet strokes in the chahira zone of the drum skin.  The rhythm of the answer 
guŋ-gɔŋ phrase moves from time-point 2.2 towards cadence on the subsequent downbeat.  
If we feel it in terms of 3:2, which makes sense since the time value of the first stroke is a 
quarter note, the rhythm moves with "three one" phrasing toward cadence on its second 
note (see Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3 Nakɔhi-waa, answer guŋ-gŋ phrase "in three" and "in two" 

 
The relationship between answer luŋa and answer guŋ-gɔŋ is a perfect example of the 
way the beginnings and endings of phrases can be cleverly overlapped in Dagomba 
dance-drumming.  The last stroke in the answer luŋa phrase coincides precisely with the 
first stroke in the answer guŋ-gɔŋ (see Rhythm Notation).  This synchronization helps 
players "lock in" to the overall composite timing of the ensemble and also imparts to the 
music a feeling of perpetual forward motion through time. 
 



Lead Guŋ-gɔŋ 
This site has five drum talks for the lead guŋ-gɔŋ part, making Nakɔhi-waa one of the 
best items of repertory to study and perform in contexts like percussion ensemble classes.  
I recommend that each drum talk first be learned on its own, followed by study of the 
way Alhaji moves among the phrases to create an effective musical line that also makes 
good composite rhythms with the other parts.  I will not number the drum talks because 
they can be played in any order. 
 
The form of the lead guŋ-gɔŋ part is shaped by dance.  In a real performance setting in 
Dagbon, dancers come out one-by-one.  Each dancer improvises a solo that lasts several 
minutes, after which he or she returns to the audience area around the perimeter of the 
dance space.  The lead luŋa player then invites another dancer to come out for a turn.  
When a dancer is creating a solo, the lead guŋ-gɔŋ player inspires the movements with 
traditional drum talks and newly invented variations. 
 
To bring the dancer onto the dance space, the drummer plays a two-stroke "kaka" figure--
in Dagbani, "to to"--that has a pickup-to-onbeat pattern of accentuation (see Vocables 
Notation).  When the dancer begins the Nakɔhi-waa dance steps, the lead guŋ-gɔŋ 
introduces the main drum talk, "Naa ŋɔ, to ti Naa ŋɔ" (see Vocables Notation and 
Drumming Notation).  This four-beat phrase is made from two, two-beat figures--ka ki, 
ka ka ka ki--that circle around each other.  The phrase can be felt to start with either 
figure.  The common feature of both figures is a "ki" press stroke on time-point 1.3.  This 
time-point does double-duty--in ternary time it can be regarded as an offbeat accent that 
anticipates the second onbeat, but in binary time it can be felt as on the second of the 
three quarter note beats (see Figure 4).   
 

 
Figure 4 Nakɔhi-waa, lead guŋ-gɔŋ accentuation in "ka ki, kakakaki" 



 
A smooth transition is easy between "kakakaki, kaki" and "kakakaki, kakaka"--in 
Dagbani, "Ka pa Naa ŋɔ, ka ŋuni."  All the drummer need do is replace "ka ki" with 
"kakaka."  The "kakaka" figure that is in unison with the answer guŋ-gɔŋ phrase gives 
this drum talk a strong feeling of downbeat cadence (see Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa cadence in "kakaki, kakaka" 

 
Alhaji often plays "To ti Naa ŋɔ maa ŋɔ tum" next.  This phrase uses duplet time values 
to move without pause over a three-beat time span towards cadence on the downbeat.  By 
treating each beat as two equal temporal units, this phrase suggests a switch from ternary 
to binary structure.  This theme creates powerful 2:3 and 4:3 ratios arise with the 
response parts (see Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa, 2:3 and 4:3 rhythms in "kikakaka kikaka" 

 
The next drum talk, "Nakɔhi-naa o nim saɣi di," perfectly exemplifies a shift from 
ternary to binary time values in successive beats.  Since the final note has the longest 
time value, we can observe that this theme builds with successively longer time values--



eighths, dotted eighths, and a dotted quarter.  In beat one, three eighth notes set up 3:2 
with the answer luŋa's two dotted eighths; in beat two, two dotted eighths set up 2:3 with 
the answer luŋa's ternary time values ( Figure 7).  We observe the way that a change in 
the rhythm of one part causes the interactive personality of the other parts also to shift. 
 

 
 Figure 7 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa analysis of "kakaka kiki ka" 

 
 
Lead Luŋa 
Alhaji demonstrated only the basic drum talks that are connected to the origin story of 
Nakɔhi-waa.  In a real performance, he would play phrases that salute people in 
attendance at the cultural event (compare to Dikala, the other Occupational Lineage 
Dance on this site).  Musically, the lead luŋa part consists of an opening drum talk whose 
accentuation aligns with the other parts and then a radical switch to two drum talks whose 
accentuation is permanently offset from the other parts. 
 
Opening Call 
The very short version of the opening call that Alhaji demonstrated for this site uses a 
rather simple rhythmic figure--eighth eighth quarter--played several times.  In vocables 
Alhaji played it twice and then launched into the first drum talk but he played it three 
times on drum and then added one extra stroke (see Vocables Notation and Drum 
Notation).  The melodic outline has also rather simple motion but is made more 
language-like and beautiful with press roles and after-stroke pressure technique. 
 
Drum Talks 
The first drum phrase cues in the ensemble.  It consists of two figures with identical 
rhythm but different melody (see Vocables Notation and Drum Notation).  The phrase 
moves in duplet time values through the second ternary beat in each measure, echoing the 



duplet motion in beat one of answer luŋa and creating the same sort of 2:3 and 4:3 
rhythms discussed above for leading guŋ-gɔŋ (see Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 8 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa drum talk one with response parts 

 
Once the ensemble's music is nicely underway, the lead luŋa player shifts to the phrases 
that accentuate a flow of beats that is offset from the beats of the other instruments (see 
Vocables Notation and Drum Notation).  Alhaji demonstrated two such drum talks that 
have clear references to the work of butchers--"Tabili gabili, dini tabili gabili" ([Meat] 
joined to cartilage, that is [meat] joined to cartilage) and "Yeŋ ka ni fawa, yeŋ ka ni 
fawa" (Person who cuts meat). 
 
When heard in terms of its own pattern of accentuation, each phrase seems onbeat--TA-
b'li ga-B'LI, din' TA-b'li gaB'LI and Yeŋ KA ni fa-WA, yeŋ KA ni fa-WA (see Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa, "Tabili gabili" and "Yeŋ ka ni fawa" in own 
metric setting 



 
However, when heard in the context of the other phrases in the ensemble, these two drum 
talks are entirely off the beat (see Figure 10). 
 

 
Figure 10 Nakɔhi-waa, lead luŋa, "Tabili gabili" and "Yeŋ ka ni fawa" in ensemble 
metric setting 

 
In other words, accents in these two drum talks consistently are on the third time-point 
within the beats accentuated by the themes played by the other instruments in the 
ensemble.  In staff notation, this temporal structure could be visualized through staggered 
bar lines.  Put another way, the onbeats of lead luŋa are permanently offset from the 
onbeats of answer luŋa, answer guŋ-gɔŋ, and lead guŋ-gɔŋ.  We find this condition of 
"metric displacement" in other pieces, too (see Takai, Kondaliya, and Maʒe). 
 
Performers who are not enculturated within Dagomba music-culture usually find this 
temporal condition very challenging, often becoming unsteady if they base their metric 
orientation on the accentuation of the lead luŋa.  Competent Dagomba drummers, on the 
other hand, easily achieve the correct relationship among the different parts.   This 
suggests that rhythmic timing among Dagombas may not be predicated upon a commonly 
shared flow of onbeats.  Perhaps Dagomba performers achieve precise timing due to the 
interaction of strokes in patterns, or the relationship among whole patterns. 
END  


